Seek and Find Puzzle: Chapter 8. The Financial Sector: Crisis and Its Aftermath, Puzzle #2 (sec. 4)

All the following terms are in the seek-and-find puzzle. The terms are frontwards, backwards, at an angle and backwards at an angle. Some of the terms share letters. Some of the terms are even in the puzzle twice. Terms in parentheses () are not in the puzzle. I hope you have as much fun doing the puzzles as I do creating them. Good luck!

AAA-rated
AIG
Ameriquest
amok
asset
award
bad apple
balance sheets
ballooning
bank
bankrupt
Barclay’s of London
Bear (Stearns)
belligerent
Bernanke, (Ben)
blank check
BOA (Bank of America)
brink
broke the buck
Bush, (George W.)
calm
CEO
cheap money
circulatory
Citigroup
Commercial Paper Funding (Facility)
complex
Congress
conservatorship
darling
dead
debt (to) capital ratios
diligence
dollar
dry-goods store
dubious
dysfunctional
empire
excessive
fall
Fannie Mae
FDIC
Fed
Federal Housing Finance Agency
fees
financial system
firm
flipping
Freddie Mac
Fuld, (Richard S.)
gold
Goldman Sachs
guarantees
haircut
heart
hedge funds
humiliation
infusion
initial public offering
IPO
issue
JP Morgan
juggernaut
kill
Korea Development Bank
Lehman Brothers
lender of last Resort
leveraging
lifeblood
liquidation
liquidity crisis
loans
loss
Merrill Lynch
melt
mess
model
money (market)
moral) hazard
Morgan Stanley
nationalization
New Century Financial
offload
oversight
plugged
quantitative easing
ratio
recovery
repackaging
reselling
Reserve Primary Fund
ruin
safe
shady
shatter
Shearson/American Express
skyrocketed
Slickdaddy G
Stiglitz, (Joseph)
stock
storm
subprime
taxpayers
thin air
toxic assets
tranches
Treasury bonds
trickle down
trillions
Troubled Asset Relief Program
TARP
U.S. (Treasury Department)
unsustainable
vanished
vultures
Wall (Street)
zero (percent)
zombie
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